
A8 L
Space for progress



Final equipment subject to specification sheet. 
^Chrome package is not available for business edition.

For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.
*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.

The new 
Audi A8 L
In the Audi A8 L you can enjoy a comfortable, extremely roomy interior 

with excellent seating comfort in the rear.

Focus on elegance  
chrome exterior package^
Gloss chrome on the front, rear and door handles adds elegant accents and 

provides a special contrast to the vehicle paint finish.

Your personal favourite spot
The ideal place to work and relax on the move. More space and a 

particularly comfortable seating position for the person on the seat 

behind the front passenger.

Attracts all the attention
The OLED technology used for the rear lights creates a fascinating and impressive 

lighting design, a striking design element that is completely digital.



True 
greatness 
comes 
from 
within
The new Audi A8 L features a high-quality extended interior 

with particularly high seating comfort. The optional comfort 

customised contour seat with relaxation seat function for the 

seat behind the front passenger offers an almost ideal place 

for working and relaxing while on the road.

For a pleasant journey
The comfort customised contour seat^ with relaxation seat 

function offers the person sitting behind the front passenger an 

exceptionally high level of comfort thanks to its variety of possible 

settings. In addition, the electrically extending, heated footrest 

with foot massage function offers a special way to relax.

More room for you
Take a seat and experience a feeling of spaciousness in your 

Audi A8 L. The comfortable seats and a modern, interactive 

display and operating concept that allows you to always keep an 

eye on driving information create an atmosphere that makes you 

feel at ease.

Intuitive, integrated 
and universal
Display content from your device on the integrated screens # 

in the front seats and watch video streams, play games or use 

applications. Using the multifunctional central control unit in 

the rear #, you can also adjust various climate, seat and comfort 

functions individually.

Final equipment subject to specification sheet. 
^Contour seat is not available for business version 

#Optional equipment, not available for business edition.
For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.

*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.



Extraordinary accents
The rear end of the Audi A8 L is defined by the new design of the OLED rear lights as well as the chrome exterior package 

with additional chrome strip in the front and rear bumpers. The sill trims provide sporty accents at the sides.

Eye-catching wheels
The wheels of an Audi meet high standards. In terms of design, they exude progressive elegance. 

Why not indulge yourself and create a powerful presence.

The new Audi A8 L in firmament blue, metallic, embodies an exceptionally 

spacious environment as well as more headroom and legroom. 

Longer wheelbase and larger doors – A flagship design language 

that remains in a class of its own.

Think 

bigger

Final equipment subject to specification sheet.
For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.

*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.



Standard 
(For Hong Kong Models)

Standard 
(For Hong Kong Models)

Valcona leather upholstery

Valcona leather upholstery

19”

18”

20”

20”

21”

21”

Optional**

Optional**

A8 L 55 TFSI quattro®

A8 L 55 TFSI quattro® 
(Business edition)

Final equipment subject to specification sheet.
For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.

*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.
**Optional equipment

Alloy wheels Exterior paint

Alloy wheels

The Audi premium 
customised paint finishes

You don’t get a second chance to make a first impression. Seize this one and choose your own personal exterior paint finish 

from the wide range of Audi exclusive colours.

Solid

Brilliant Black

Metallic

Vesuvius Grey

District Green

Florett Silver

Firmament Blue

Mythos Black

Glacier WhiteManhattan GreyTerra Grey



Model

Engine type

Max. output in PS / rpm

Max. torque

Displacement

Max. electrical output at 12V in kilowatts

On - board voltage 1 in volts

On - board voltage 2 in volts

Drivetrain / Transmission

Type of Drive

Transmission

Weight / Capacities

Empty weight in kg (lb)

Front / rear axle load limit in kg (lb)

Fuel tank capacity in l (US gal)

Performance

Top Speed in km / h (mph)

Acceleration, 0 - 100 km / h (0 - 62.1 mph)

Consumption

Fuel type

Consumption and emission values 
according to NEDC

Fuel consumption (combined)

CO2 emissions (combined)

A8 L 55 TFSI quattro® 

V6 engine

340 ps / 5,000 – 6,400 rpm

500 Nm / 1,370 – 4,500 rpm

2,995 cc

3

12

48

quattro® permanent all-wheel drive with self-locking center differential

8 - speed tiptronic

1,980 kg (4365.2 lb)

1360 kg (2998.3 lb) / 1450 kg (3196.7 lb)

82 l (21.7)

250 km / h (155.3 mph)

5.7 s

Gasoline

8.4 - 8.2 l / 100 km

191 - 187 g / km

Dimensions are for empty vehicle weight. Luggage capacity 505 L 

(second value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and the vehicle loaded up to roof height). Turning circle approx. 12.9 m. 

1) Shoulder width 2) Elbow width *Maximum headroom

Dimensions in mm Audi A8 LWB

Explanatory note

1. Vehicle empty weight with driver (75 kg) and fuel tank filled to 90%, determined according to Regulation (EU) 1230/2012 in the currently valid version. Optional extras can increase 

the unladen weight and the drag coefficient of the vehicle, which reduces the possible payload or maximum speed accordingly.

2. The stated consumption and emission values were determined according to the legally prescribed measurement methods. On 1 January 2022, the WLTP test cycle completely 

replaced the NEDC test cycle, so that no NEDC values are available for newly type-approved vehicles after that date.

3. The information does not refer to a single vehicle and is not part of the offer, but is solely for comparison purposes between the different vehicle types. Additional equipment and 

accessories (add-on parts, tyre format, etc.) can change relevant vehicle parameters such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics and, in addition to weather and traffic 

conditions as well as individual driving behavior, influence the fuel consumption, power consumption, CO emissions and driving performance values of a vehicle.

4. Due to the more realistic test conditions, the fuel consumption and CO emission values measured according to the WLTP are in many cases higher than those measured according 

to the NEDC. As a result, there may be corresponding changes in vehicle taxation since 1 September 2018. For more information about the differences between WLTP and NEDC, 

see http://www.audi.de/wltp. Further information on the official fuel consumption and the official specific CO emissions of new passenger cars can be found in the “Guide to the 

fuel consumption, CO emissions and electricity consumption of new passenger cars”, which is available free of charge at all sales outlets and from DAT Deutsche Automobil Treuhand 

GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Str.


